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we cannot be certain that it did not grow in association with the
Tanga plants, its absence may well be significant. It must be
admitted that some of the coniferous shoots from Tanga bear a
close resemblance to fossils from Jurassic rocks, but the scales which
T have referred to Voltzia appear to be nearly allied to Lower Triassic
forms. Moreover, the specimens with the longer type of leaf
included in JJllmannkt agree most closely with Upper Permian and
Triassic species.
A few imperfectly preserved plant fragments are recorded by
Mercenier 1 from localities in the Belgian Congo, a few miles west
of Lake Tanganyika. So far as it is possible to base an opinion on
the sketchy published drawings, the fossils would seem to support
Mercenier's view that the rocks may correspond in age to the Ecca
series of South Africa. .No examples of Glossopteris are mentioned ;
a piece of a Noeggerathiopsis-Uke leaf is figured and portions of some
Lepidodendroid stems. The specimen referred by Mercenier to
Stenopteris elongata Carr, L< not determinate.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII.
FIG.
1.—? Eretmophyllum sp. Nat. size.
2.—Ullinannia sp. Nat. size.
3.—Ullmannia sp. 1J nat. size.
4, 5.—Detached leaves of Ullmannia. 2i nat. size.
6.—Ullmannia sp. 14 nat. size.
7.—? Ullmannia sp. Nat. size.
8, 9.—Voltzia sp. Twice nat. size.
The Karstlands of Western Yugoslavia.
By D. A. WRAY, M.SC, F.G.S.
INTRODUCTORY.
WESTERN YUGOSLAVIA, which broadly corresponds to the
ancient Roman province of Illyricum, includes Dalmatia,
Herzegovina, and Montenegro, together with the western portions
of Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia. It is a region of high geological
interest, for within it and the adjoining portions of Italy the " Carso "
or " Karst " lands are developed on a scale perhaps unequalled
elsewhere. Considerable attention has been devoted from time to
time to their leading features by Austrian, Italian, and Serbian
geologists, though the study of these land forms has hitherto received
but little attention in England. No excuse therefore seems necessary
for drawing attention to some of the more salient features of this
interesting district.
Karstland is a term which has been applied by physiographers
to a barren and stony limestone district, largely devoid of surface
waters. As little sediment results from the denudation of limestone
1
 Mercenier, Ann. Soc. geol. Belg. Publications relatives au Congo Beige,
etc. Ann. 1912-13, Annexe au Tome xl, 1913.
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districts, there is practically no soil-covering in such regions, while
such as is formed is rapidly carried away by the wind or occasional
rainfall, with the result that the limestone surface is irregularly
fretted, and cut up by innumerable clefts or hollows known through-
out the Western Balkans as grits (cf. English grikes) ; while its
lower portions are honeycombed with caverns and an intricate
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Fia. 1.—Orographical sketch-map of Western Yugoslavia, illustrating the
occurrence of poljes and other depressions following the Dinaric trend.
and scanty soil-covering of such regions have a preponderating
effect on the distribution of the population ; and the majority of
the settlements are clustered together on the floors of the scattered
inland drainage basins, while the thin veneer of red earth (or terra-
rossa) which floors such areas is carefully enclosed by loose stone
walls and terraces.
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KARST PHENOMENA IN OTHER DISTRICTS.
In Britain such features find perhaps their closest parallel in the
Craven district of Yorkshire, where the floor of the Carboniferous
Limestone to the north of Settle is cut up by irregular widened joints
known as " grikes ", the fretted limestone surface being locally
described as " clints ". " Kelds " or springs where streams emerge
from an underground course are a distinctive feature of the landscape;
while the numerous vertical chasms locally known as " gills " or
" pots " form an exact counterpart to the Illyrian ponors. The
intricate underground drainage of this region has been closely
studied by the Yorkshire Geological Society,1 whose general results
appear to be in close accord with those obtaining on the more
extensive Illyrian karstlands. On the Continent similar features have
been observed in the Devonian limestones around Rochefort and
Han-sur-Lesse in Belgium, though it is in the south of France where
the karst attains its greatest development in Western Europe.
Here, to the north-west of Montpellier, in the wind-swept uplands
known as the Gausses, very pure and thick Jurassic limestones have
a wide development. The only fertile and habitable regions on these
barren plateaus are the " sotches " or hollows, where the red earth
formed by the denudation of the limestone is preserved in large
funnel-shaped hollows, which correspond in every way to the dolinas
of Western Yugoslavia. The physiography of the Causses has been
exhaustively studied and described by the eminent French
speleologist, Martel (4).2
Karst phenomena are not infrequent in the Alpine limestone
districts ; here the irregular limestone surfaces are termed lapiis,
while1 the weathering process is described as lapiesation. In Switzer-
land, notably in the canton Glarus, these bare surfaces known as
Karrenfelder have been the subject of detailed studies by Heim (1).
Karst features are also specially notable at high altitudes in the
Jura mountains, where the deep, irregular grooves and trenches which
intersect the bare limestone pavements are called lezinnes.
Many limestone districts in the Iberian peninsula form typical
karst landscapes ; they are especially noticeable in Andalusia,
and also on the Mesozoic limestone plateau to the north of the
river Tagus in Portugal; the latter area has been described in
much detail by Fleury (12), who records the occurrence of all the
distinctive features of a typical karstland. Karst phenomena are
also admirably displayed in many places in the Central and Southern
Apennines, notably in the Abruzzi; while in the Southern Balkans
the barren limestone wastes of the Peloponnesus exhibit similar
features.
Finally, on the American continent, these features appear to have
a very widespread development on the limestone areas in the basin
1
 Proc. Yorks. Geol. Soc, vol. xv, 1905, p. 248.
2
 Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography given at the end.
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of the Ohio in Kentucky and Southern Indiana, where the
labyrinthine Mammoth Cave, containing a system of lakes and
streams at varying levels, constitutes the most remarkable instance
of underground drainage that has yet been discovered.
EXTENT OF THE ILLYRIAN KARSTLANDS.
The actual limits of the Illyrian karstlands can be drawn with
considerable precision. From the eastern end of the plains of
Lombardy, they extend as a broad band through most of Western
Slovenia, and from the coast at Trieste they reach nearly as far
inland as Ljubljana (or Laibach). The Julian Alps limit the true
karst to the north, the valleys of the Idria and the Sora forming a
fairly precise boundary between two distinctive types of landscape.
In Western Croatia the karst extends from the coast to the edge
of the Save plain, while it also includes practically the whole of
Istria, Dalmatia, Herzegovina, and much of Western Bosnia. In
Montenegro two diverse types of land forms are met with. Thus
the country to the west of the Zeta valley constitutes a barren
karstland, while to the east in the region known as the Brda a typical
upland landscape occurs, thickly wooded and with perennial streams
of considerable volume.
The southern limit of the Illyrian karstlands is formed by the
Northern Albanian Alps, which consist in the main of massive
Cretaceous dolomites, and rise abruptly to over 10,000 feet above
sea-level. To the Southern Slavs they are appropriately known as
the Prokletije Planina (or Accursed Mountains), a very apt reference
to their barren karst-like nature.
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE.
The karstlands consist predominantly of Triassic, Cretaceous, and
older Tertiary limestones. The oldest rocks met with in the area are
the Upper Carboniferous limestones, sandstones, and breccias, which
form small inliers around Delnice (or Petrova Gora) in the Kapela
Mountains, and also around Budua and Castel Lastua to the
immediate south of the Gulf of Cattaro. Broadly speaking, the karst
may be subdivided geologically into two main parallel belts; a
coastal strip in which Cretaceous and Tertiary limestones pre-
dominate, while to the east of a line drawn from Tolmino in the
upper Isonzo valley, through Adelsberg, along the foot of the
Velebit range and continued southwards past Knin and Mostar to
the base of the Durmitor range in Montenegro, the massive Triassic
limestones underlie most of the region. These Triassic rocks consist
principally of fossiliferous limestones and dolomites belonging to the
" open sea " Alpine type, while the Cretaceous formation includes
massive dolomites, and limestones characterized by the abundance
of Hippurites and Rudistes. The considerable alteration these beds
have undergone renders their precise- correlation with other areas
a, matter of considerable difficulty.
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FiQ. 2.—Geological map of part of the Dalmatian coast in the neighbourhood of
Obrovazzo and Zaravecchia, illustrating the predominating effect of geological
structure on the development of the drainage.
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It is the above-mentioned Triassic and Cretaceous dolomites
and limestones, remarkable for their extreme purity, that con-
stitute by far the greater portion of the terrain on which the karst
features are so admirably developed.
The base of the Tertiary formation in this region is indicated by
freshwater limestones and marls, characterized by the shell Cosinia.
Above these succeeds a series of Nummulitic and Foraminiferal
limestones and marls ; replaced, however, in Central Dalmatia by
an extensive development of " Flysch ", a thick arenaceous
formation. The Promina Shale Series, which constitute the upper-
most Eocene in Dalmatia, forms also essentially a sandy facies
with thin alternations of marine limestones and marls. Marine
limestones of Neogene age are only met with in Southern
Montenegro ; throughout the Illyrian karstlands the lacustrine
Levantine deposits rest discordantly on the older Secondary and
Lower Tertiary formations.
According to Penck, Schubert (11), and the former Austrian
Geological Survey, the folding of the beds in this region took place
in early Miocene times ; since which period also this district has
formed part of a land area. The rocks have been strongly folded
and faulted by a series of overthrusts from the north-east and east,
and the Eocene limestones which have participated in the move-
ments form long strips trending south-east overridden in many places
by Cretaceous limestones. Further inland, where the movement
appears to have been more intense, masses of Triassic limestone have
been thrust over Jurassic limestones, as in the notable case of the
Idria quicksilver mines (where the complicated structure has been
unravelled by Kossmatt),1 and also around Sarajevo, Vares, and
other localities in Central Bosnia. Many areas also formerly regarded
as having a simple, basin-like structure in Northern Dalmatia have
been shown by Schubert within recent years to have been strongly
folded and inverted in many places, while in the Siverich coalfield,
to the north of Sebenico, there is abundant evidence of powerful
earth-movements both in the presence of overthrusting and the
occurrence of shatter-belts (Verrussungszonen}, along which the coals
show an impure and earthy character.
The main axes of folding of the rocks in Western Yugoslavia
follow a N.W.-S.E. (Dinaric) trend, but to this broad generalization
there are several notable exceptions. Thus, in the neighbourhood
of Sebenico the Dinaric N.W.-S.E. direction changes eventually to
east and west. This strike is maintained in the islands of Brazza,
Lesina, and Curzola, and also on the adjoining mainland around
Spljet. In Southern Montenegro the Dinaric N.W.-S.E. system
again curves inland, following the eastern and eventually E.N.E.
trend of the Prokletije mountains or Northern Albanian Alps.
1
 F. Kossmatt, " Ueber die geol. Verhaltnisse des Bergbaugebietes von
Idria " : Jahrb. k. h. geol. Reichsanstalt, Vienna, vol. xlix, 1899, pp. 262-81.
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According to Cvijic1 this range marks the southern limit of theDinaric
folded system, for the Albanian (or Pindaric) system, distinguished
by its great development of " Flysch " with intrusive serpentines
and other basic igneous rocks peculiar to the Albanian system,
follows a north and south direction, eventually trending south-east
and east in Southern Greece and Crete.
The area adjoining the Albanian gulf, corresponding broadly
with the Lower Drin valley, and which occurs between the Dinaric
and Albanian folded systems, has been shown to have been an area
of intense earth-movement; and the former Austrian Survey2
record that from Spizza to beyond Budua the Dinaric range is cut
up by powerful thrusts into flakes which include the whole of the
stratified series from the Lower Trias to the Lower Tertiary inclusive,
thrust over one another in a south-westerly direction. The southern
wall of the North Albanian Alps appears to be a line of fracture,3
the limestone wall (at the base of which occur thermal springs at
Drsnik and Banja) forming an abrupt northern face to the Drin
marshes. The prominent Scutari and Cattaro depressions occur in
this region of intense earth-movement, and here tectonic agencies
have been supreme in determining their outlines. The original
folds have been cut across by powerful fractures, so that in this
district the geological and orographic lines rarely correspond.
Broadly speaking, the Western Balkans consist of a system of
broad arcs, with their concave sides facing eastwards. This arrange-
ment is well exemplified in the numerous Dalmatian islands and
straits which run parallel with the coast like a festoon. The effect
of these folds and their accompanying parallel fractures on the
physiography of the karstlands is everywhere strongly marked.
THE ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT DRAINAGE SYSTEM.
It has already been pointed out that the main period of folding
and uplift of this region took place in early Miocene times ; con-
sequently the present drainage system originated in the late Miocene
or early Pliocene. The broad uplift along a main axial line parallel
to and close by the Dalmatian coast resulted in the drainage being
mainly diverted to the east into the Save and Danube basins. Thus
along the whole Illyrian coast there are practically no rivers of any
importance with the notable exception of the Narenta. The smaller
streams, the Zrmanja, Cikola, and Cetina, follow closely the strike
of the rocks ; and in marked contrast to the rivers of Albania (which
have large deltaic flats in their lower reaches), they enter the sea at
one end of long fjord-like deep-water channels, avoiding the broad
arms of the sea as estuaries.
1
 J. Cvijic. " Die dinarisch-albanische Scharung " : Sitzungsber. Akad.
Wissensch., Vienna, vol. ex, 1901, p. 31.
%
 G. Von Bukowski, in VerA. k. k. geol. Seichsanstalt, Vienna, 1896,
pp. 95-191.
3
 J. Cvijic, op. cit., pp. 37 et seqq.
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With the continued uplift of this region, the main streams
endeavoured to keep pace by cutting for themselves deep gorges
in the limestones. Thus the river Una, after following the strike of
the Triassic limestones as far north as Bihats, abruptly swings east,
cutting steep-sided gorges in the Cretaceous, Jurassic, and Triassic
limestones, before eventually draining into the Save. Similarly,
the river Narenta in its course from the Jablonitsa mountains to the
Mostar plain cuts through a series of impressive defiles, mainly
in Triassic dolomites, whose abrupt slopes in places attain a height
of over 2,000 feet above the level of the valley ; while the river
Zrmanja, in cutting its way across the strike of the Mesozoic lime-
stones around Obrovazzo, forms a vertical-walled canyon, over
600 feet deep.
The majority of the streams seem, however, to have been unable
to keep pace with the continued uplift, and consequently the whole of
the Illyrian karstlands are studded with a series of inland drainage
basins aligned in the direction of the Dinaric folds. The pre-
dominating effect of this structure on the development of the
drainage is admirably illustrated along the Dalmatian littoral in
the neighbourhood of Zaravecchia (see Fig. 2), where the Cretaceous
and Tertiary limestones show the Dinaric trend, and the close
correspondence between the synclinal hollows and the alluvial
flats is very remarkable. While many of these closed basins occur
between two minor anticlinal axes, the outlines of others have been
determined in the main by longitudinal fractures. The latter type
is a very distinctive land form throughout Western Yugoslavia,
where it is universally termed a polje.
Probably the largest enclosed basin is that of Gospits, in Western
Croatia, situate between the Velebit and Kapela ranges, where no
less than seven streams of considerable size (severally known as the
Lika) drain towards the centre of the basin, and for many months
of the year convert much of it into a seasonal lake or marsh. Much
of this inland basin is floored with Lower Pliocene freshwater lime-
stones and marls with thick beds of lignite.
UNDERGROUND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS.
Another consequence of the later Tertiary uplift has been that
erosive action in the soluble limestones and dolomites has tended to
work in a vertical direction, and many streams following the major
joints in the limestone have cut intricate subterranean channels
along their course. Thus the river Ljubljanitsa of Western Slovenia,
where it rises near St. Peter, 50 miles west of Ljubljana, is first
known as the river Poik. After flowing at the surface for
some distance over Lower Tertiary limestones, breccias, and shales,
it subsequently passes underground through the famous Adelsberg
caves, and eventually reappears at the surface as the river Unz at
Planina, where its volume is considerably augmented by the under-
ground drainage of the Zirknitz inland depression. The Adelsberg
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caves are cut in the massive Upper Cretaceous limestones, and the
river Poik flows underground, where it passes from the more
arenaceous Lower Tertiary rocks on to the highly jointed and
massive Cretaceous dolomites and limestones. Where it emerges
at Planina as the Unz it is brought to the surface by the discordant
junction of these limestones with the underlying Triassic rocks.
The river Unz, after a very brief career at the surface, is again lost
to view to the south of Longatico (Loitsch) and ultimately reappears
at the surface at Verhnika (Oberlaibach), where it assumes its final
name.
The river Reka, in the hinterland of Trieste, furnishes another
striking instance of subterranean drainage. For 50 miles it flows
in a north-westerly direction towards Trieste, following a shallow
synclinal fold of Flysch sandstones, but as soon as it flows over the
Cretaceous limestones it forms a series of deep sinuous gorges.
At St. Kanzian it suddenly disappears under the surface of the
plateau, passing under a massive wall of limestone over 500 feet high,
above which the village is situate. From thence it passes through
three immense grottos, connected by ponors (or funnel-shaped
channels), and eventually emerges as the river Timava, after a
subterranean course of over 18 miles. The Timava river (the source
of which has been immortalized by Virgil) is 1J miles long, and comes
to the surface as a powerful stream at the foot of a prominent lime-
stone scarp at San Giovanni, 15 miles north of Trieste.
One of the most striking instances of underground drainage in
Herzegovina is furnished by the Ombla river, which emerges from
an underground channel, 3 miles north-east of Ragusa, after draining
the Popovo polje, and following an underground course of over
8 miles.
In Montenegro, where subterranean drainage is a very common
feature, two of the most striking instances are furnished by
the Zeta and Crnojevitsa rivers. The former flows along the floor
of two or more poljes, and on its uneven floor between Nitchitchi
and Danilovgrad a mass of Cretaceous limestone occurs, through
which the river Zeta, after draining the Nitchitchi polje, has cut
an underground channel 6 miles long. It eventually reappears at
the surface at Povija, close to Ostrog, and to the immediate north
of Danilovgrad. The Crnojevitsa river, on the other hand, makes
a sudden mysterious appearance from a huge unexplored cavern
at Rijeka, and after a swampy course of 3 miles enters Lake Scutari.
It is not improbable that this river may be the outlet of the drainage
of the Cettinje polje or basin.
CAVERNS.
Owing to its extensive system of underground drainage, the
Illyrian karst is celebrated for its caverns, the most famous of which
are those of Adelsberg, 50 miles east of Trieste, which are over 6 miles
in length. The major portions of the large grottoes at Adelsberg
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represent the former subterranean course of the Poik river, which at
the present time follows a lower hidden course, which can be followed
in a boat for more than a mile, mainly along maj or j oints in the massive
Cretaceous limestones. The overlying limestone at the surface is
studded with innumerable circular pits, known as " ponors," which
in wet seasons considerably augment the river Poik where it emerges
as the river Unz at Planina. There are five main caverns at Adels-
berg which of late years have attracted a great deal of attention
from visitors, and for whose benefit they are now illuminated with
electric light in the summer months. One of the most spacious, the
" Franz-Joseph-Elizabeth" grotto, measures over 200 yards in
length and breadth, and has a height of more than 100 yards. Its
unusually large stalactites and stalagmites are of considerable
interest.
The caverns, which are so common a feature of the Dalmatian
islands, have long been famed for their extreme beauty. Many occur
about sea-level, and owe their charm to the deep-blue iridescent
colour of the water, doubtless the result of their being wholly in
massive dolomite or limestone. Among the more important
maritime grottoes, those of the island of Lissa stand pre-eminent ;
while the limestone grotto of Busi, a rocky islet off Lissa, has long
been noted. On the mainland to the east of Ragusa-Vecchia,
and south of Ragusa, is the famous grotto of Esculapius.
POLJES.
Reference has already been made to the distinctive land forms of
this region known as poljes. The polje (in Serbian : a field or
cultivated area) consists of an elongated valley with a flat floor and
steep sides ; usually with an internal system of drainage, so that in
wet seasons it is not infrequently flooded and becomes an inland
sea or marsh. Poljes are usually bounded by scarp faces of
Cretaceous or Triassic limestones and on their floors lie newer ^ ;
Tertiary sediments, which being arenaceous constitute the only ..'
fertile areas on the karstlands. While their outlines are invariably;
governed by the predominant Dinaric structure of the country,,-^
some appear to be the direct result of longitudinal fractures, con- i S
stituting, in fact, true rift-valleys or Graben, while others are
essentially the result of denudation under karst conditions, deter-
mined only in part by diastrophic processes. Several of the smaller
so-called poljes of Southern Herzegovina, on the other hand, show
no clear evidence of such an origin, and appear to result from the
collapse of underground watercourses. To such depressions it
would perhaps be better to restrict the use of the local Bosnian
term " uvalas", such minor depressions being also known in
Montenegro as " valas ". The more important Balkan poljes are
those of Livno, Gkmoc, Kupres, and Duvno, in Western Bosnia ;
and in Herzegovina those of Nevesinje, Popovo, and Gacko. The
Montenegrin poljes belong to two parallel systems following the
VOL. LIX.—-NO. IX. 26
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Dinaric (N.W.-S.E.) trend. The more easterly group includes those
of Grahovo; Njegus, Cettinje, and Ljubotin. West of these occur
the poljes of Nitchitchi, Danilovgrad, and Podgoritsa.
All the Bosnian poljes are considered by Katzer (10) to have
originated with the Miocene orogenic movements, and to be bordered
by longitudinal fractures. Cvijic (3), on the other haAd, maintains
that every gradation exists between the minor erosion hollows of the
karst and the poljes ; the remarkably rectilinear form of the latter
being due to the prevailing strike of the limestones.
All the Bosnian poljes agree in possessing remarkably straight and
almost precipitous walls surrounding a flat featureless depression,
and are largely basins of internal drainage. The largest polje of the
Western Balkans is that of Livno, which extends in a N.W.-S.E.
direction for over 40 miles and is from 3 to 7 miles in width. Its
walls consist mainly of Cretaceous limestones, and to the north-west
include Triassic and Jurassic limestones, while it is floored with
Upper Oligocene or Lower Miocene freshwater limestones and marls,
with beds of lignite up to 10 feet in thickness. The drainage of the
polje is towards the centre, streams flowing from the north-west,
eventually disappearing in deep swallow holes, termed " ponors ",
while those draining in from the south-eastern end around Livno
also eventually disappear in ponors below the surface. The Livno
polje has two subterranean outlets, which each pass by means of east
and west courses under the Dinaric range to the west into the Cetina
valley and eventually enter the sea opposite the island of Brazza.
Each of these underground channels following the line of the major
joints in the Cretaceous limestones is upwards of 8 miles long. The
more northern disappears in the ground to the immediate north of
Bujani, and emerges close to the village of Hrvace, in the Cetina
valley, while the more southern one enters the Sinjsko polje at the
village of Otok. In wet seasons these channels are unable to take
the whole of the drainage of the basin and for upwards of seven
months of the year the Livansko polje forms an inland sea or marsh.
The floor of the polje forms, however, the only fertile region in the
district; consequently within the past few years efforts have been
made to drain it by means of irrigation. The Glamoc, Kupres, and
Duvno poljes are similar in almost every respect to that of Livno.
The Nevesinje polje, which is 15 miles long and has an
average width of 5 miles, is in Central Herzegovina, to the east of
Mostar. That of Gacko, which has an area of 30 square miles, lies
to the east of Nevesinje, and close to the Montenegrin borders. The
floor of the polje, consisting of lignite-bearing Miocene con-
glomerates, marls, and freshwater limestones, is just over 3,000 feet
above sea-level, and is abruptly hemmed in by the Bjelasitsa and
Lebrsnik ranges of massive limestone, which each attain over 6,000 feet
above the level of the sea. In the Gacko polje the mountain streams,
which formerly converted it into a marsh for the major portion of the
year, have been dammed, collected in large storage reservoirs, and
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employed for the irrigation of the Gacko plain during the hot and
dry Herzegovinian summer, with the result that upwards of 2,000 acres
of highly fertile marsh land has been brought under intensive
cultivation.
The Popovo polje, on the northern edge of which is situated the
ancient walled town of Trebinje, is in Southern Herzegovina. Its
fertile surface covered with vineyards, orchards, and plantations
of maize and tobacco, which in the wet season consists of half-river,
half-lake, stands out in striking contrast to the wind-swept surfaces
of the adjoining inhospitable and rugged karstlands. The polje
extends in the direction of the main Dinaric N.W.-S.E. folds for
a distance of over 40 miles, and the remarkable parallelism of the
sides, together with its steep spurless walls, so well seen around
Turkovitsi, are strongly suggestive of its tectonic origin. From the
north it is drained by the river Trebinjstitsa, flowing in a south-
easterly direction along its floor, while streams bearing the same
name enter its southern end around Lastva and drain northwards.
The overflow of the Popovo polje takes place westward, under the
ridge of massive Cretaceous limestones behind Ragusa, by means of
an underground channel, 8 miles in length. Where the waters
eventually emerge near Rosgiatto, they constitute the river Ombla,
a stream of considerable volume. The confirmation of its being the
main outlet of the polje has been clearly proved by observing the
sympathy of the ebb and flow of the river Omblawith that of the inland
stream, the Trebinjstitsa. Where the Ombla emerges at the surface,
under a precipitous limestone wall, nearly 1,500 feet high, it is a
stream fully 40 yards broad, and of sufficient volume to work several
small mills near'its source, besides also providing a copious supply
of fresh water for the town of Ragusa, whither it is carried by means
of an aqueduct. From its source to the sea at Gravosa, the river
Ombla follows a broad, winding, limestone canyon, 1\ miles long,
the precipitous sides of which, covered with cypresses and olives,
and dotted with villas, present a charming scene, standing out in
vivid contrast with the barren, waterless karstlands which hem it
in on either side.
In Montenegro the more easterly system of poljes already referred
to, viz. Grahovo, Njegus, Cettinje, and Ljubotin, follow the Dinaric
trend, and were probably produced by the same system of fractures
that gave rise to the Popovo polje of Southern Herzegovina. Bach
of these depressions is floored with quaternary sands and clays, while
they are surrounded by steep hills consisting of Triassic dolomites
and limestones. The Grahovo polje, which has an area of about
6 square miles, is the largest, that of Cettinje (also known as the
Cetinjsko polje), in which the chief town of Montenegro is situated,
being about half that size. The more easterly group, including those
of Nitchitchi, Danilovgrad, and Podgoritsa, are drained by the Zeta
river. Of these, that of Nitchitchi is the largest, having a total area
of about 20 square miles.
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CANALI.
Closely related to the poljes, and of similar origin, are tbe long
fjord-like arms of the sea, along the Dalmatian coast, known as
"canali", which, judging by their outline and analogy, appear to con-
stitute karst poljes drowned by the sea. The most prominent of
these is the Canale della Morlacca, which can be traced from Porto Re,
near Fiume, for upwards of 100 miles as a deep channel in a south-
easterly direction. Its southern limits appear to be marked by the
Mare di Novigrad. and the Mare di Karin near Obrovazzo. This
channel, which has an average width of 3 miles, lies throughout its
course close to the boundary between the Cretaceous limestones and
the older (Carboniferous and Triassic) rocks, the latter forming the
abrupt western scarp of the Velebit mountains, rising to heights of
over 1,000 feet within a very short distance of the coast. Another
striking fjord-like depression is that known as Canale dell' Arsa,
which is 10 miles long and \ mile wide, extending north-westwards
from the Quarnero into the Istrian peninsula. It has abrupt parallel
sides with several well-marked rectangular bends, and on its floor on
the mainland occurs Lake Arsa (or Cepic), which is known to be
rapidly increasing in size, probably owing to the blocking up of its
subterranean outlets. Further south, where the Dinaric strike
sweeps east and west, are several canali following a similar direction.
The more important are those of Lesina, Curzola, and the Canale
della Narenta.
THE CATTAEO AND SCUTARI DEPRESSIONS.
It is in the Cattaro and Scutari districts where the most intense
earth-movements have taken place that is found by far the grandest
scenery in all the Illyrian karstlands. Here the profound effect of
earth-movement is clearly revealed in the remarkably abrupt
features met with. The steep and imposing nature of the mountains
that encircle the several bays constituting the Bocche di Cattaro,
and also enclosing the plain on which Lake Scutari is situated,
strongly suggest that both, of these fjord-like hollows are primarily
the result of extensive block-faulting, and as such they have been
generally described. The Bocche di Cattaro consists of three separate
basins and soundings have shown that all three of them attain a
considerable depth below their outlets. In the outer bay the great
southern wall of the Kumbur channel trending north-west from
below Radovits is sheer and spurless, and has every appearance of a
large fault-scarp running towards Castelnuovo. Similarly, between
the bay of Teodo and the inner Gulf of Cattaro, is the Teodo
peninsula, which rises sharply to over 2,500 feet above sea-level.
Both the western and eastern walls of this massif rise with sheer
sides from'the floor of the gulf and along the sides of the Cattaro-
Cettinje coach-road around Fort Trinita there is clear evidence of
faulting iii continuity with these scarps. The eastern wall of the
inner bay'of Cattaro has also an almost sheer face. Xumeroi's
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hanging valleys notching this limestone scarp to the north and east
of the town of Cattaro significantly suggest that these movements
took place in comparatively recent geological times. The remarkable
straightness of the valleys, together with the truncation and facetting
of the spurs, so admirably displayed on both sides of the Teodo
massif, would appear to lend additional support to such a view.
In a general manner, the Scutari basin is analogous to that of
Cattaro, and both its eastern and western walls are remarkably
abrupt. The latter, separating it from the sea, is known as the
Sutorman range, and consists of massive Cretaceous dolomites,
which exhibit a remarkably unbroken rectilinear scarp-face when
viewed either from Virpazar to the north or Scutari on the south.
Through the southern end of this ridge the river Boyana has cut a
narrow defile, which forming the only outlet of the basin results in
the whole of the floor of the Scutari depression being not infrequently
flooded. The eastern wall (which also forms the eastern boundary of
the Nitchitchi and Podgoritsa poljes) consists of massive Cretaceous
limestones and dolomites, capped in places by older Tertiary lime-
stones. Banked against the eastern face, highly fossiliferous and
marine Lower Pliocene beds have been met with at Kopliku,1
strongly suggesting that in early Pliocene times it already formed a
fjord of the sea ; and that, like the Cattaro depression, its
main outlines were probably determined in Miocene times. Cvijic,2
on the other hand, holds that the maximum intensity of fracture
and subsidence took place in the Quaternary period. While the
remarkably abrupt nature of the features tend to support such a
view, it is a very significant characteristic of all the structural
depressions of the karstlands, including the poljes, that they
invariably contain Upper Miocene or Pliocene freshwater beds on
their floors.
LIMESTONE SURFACES AND OUTLINES.
One of the most distinctive features of the Dalmatian islands and
littoral, especially when viewed from the sea, is their generally smooth
and rounded outlines and contours. Except where the limestone
surface is quite bare, or where recently formed river-gorges cut
across the plateau, the worn surface is remarkably free from crags
and pinnacles. These have been described in some detail by
Professor Gregory,3 who refers to them as " pseudo-glacial " features,
but points out the complete absence of any evidences of glaciation
in this area. They would appear to be " down "-like surfaces, due
to the weathering of the limestone, such as are so familiar on the
Chalk uplands of Southern Britain and Nortb-Eastern France.
1
 H. Vetters, " Geologic des nordlichen Albaniens " : Denksch. Math. Kl. k.
Akad. Wiss., Vienna, vol. lxxx, 1906, p. 4.
2
 J. Cvijic, " Die dinarisch-albanische Scharung " : Sitzungsber. d. Akad.
d. Wissensch., Vienna, vol xc, 1901, pp. 31 et seqq.
3
 J. W. Gregory, " Pseudo-Glacial features in Dalmatia " : Oeogr. Journal,
London, vol. xlvii, 1915, pp. 105-17.
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But while the general outline is a down-like form, where the lime-
stone surfaces are quite devoid of any protective covering of
vegetation or red earth, very slight variations in rock-texture or
composition such as dolomitization, result in the production of a
highly fretted surface, known as grics or lapies. It is on the purest
limestones and where running water can operate on a great scale,
such as the bare regions of Herzegovina, to the north-east of the
Narenta, that the more typical grios are to be found. More usually
there are scattered patches of red earth covered with sage-bush,
alternating with bare patches, where a stunted vegetation flourishes
in clefts. Such regions have been described as esserts.
PONOES AND DOLINAS.
The funnel-shaped hollows which are so frequently met with on
the surface of the karst are termed ponors. Many of these are largely
filled with red earth, formed by the decomposition of the limestone,
and are then known as dolinas. The former Austrian maps of the
country to the east of Trieste indicate upwards of two hundred
ponors in an area of some 30 square miles, not including innumerable
minor hollows and dolinas. One of the largest is known as Katchna-
Jama, and is close to the village of Divatcha. It is over 1,500 feet
deep ; around it are no signs of faulting or movement, and it appears
to have originated along a major joint in the massive Cretaceous
limestone, and to have been enlarged solely by the action of running
water.
The mode of origin of the Illyrian dolinas has given rise to con-
siderable discussion. Cvijic (2) many years ago pointed out that it
is only in exceptional cases where they originate through the collapse
of vaults of underground watercourses and grottoes. There is now
general agreement that in the first place they are due to the simple
penetration of meteoric waters localized by small fissures. An
important feature is the marked abundance of dolinas in such areas
as Southern Istria and the neighbourhood of Adelsberg, where there
is a fairly continuous covering of red earth, and a dense growth of low
vegetation, while they are comparatively infrequent on the bare
limestone surfaces. In the former cases the enlargement of the clefts
takes place more rapidly, presumably because of the greater erosive
power of water when charged with suspended matter, and also
(according to Chaix-Du-Bois (9), who has studied the Adelsberg
district) probably because chemical erosion is powerfully augmented
where the vegetation is more intense.
According to Grand (7), the greatest erosion probably takes place
immediately above a uniform plane of saturation or water-table
at the base of the karst limestones. The continued uplift since
Miocene times has lowered this plane, with the result that with each
successive uplift vertical erosion has ensued, while with each
stationary period lateral erosion took place, resulting in the com-
plicated system of hollows that now stud the karstlands. Martel (4),
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on the other hand, who has exhaustively explored many of the
Illyrian caverns, maintains that the existence of such a water-table
is at variance with many facts ascertained by speleological research,
and holds that the present forms are the result of true subterranean
rivers flowing beneath the surface of the karst. It seems clear from
his researches that much greater importance must be attached to the
mechanical action of water containing solid matter in suspension,
flowing along fissures and cavities in the limestone, and conversely
less importance to the effects of interstitial percolation than has
hitherto been attributed to it by Grand and others.
One of the most extensive and remarkable dolinas in Western
Yugoslavia is that of Kocevlje (or Gottschee), 40 miles south of
Ljubljana. Here on the limestone plateau occurs a funnel-shaped
depression, whose superficial area is about half a square mile, and
whose upper portion is filled with Upper Tertiary freshwater lime-
stones and marls, in which are interbedded six seams of lignitic
coal; the latter totalling in all a thickness of over 100 feet. Two of
the principal seams, which consist of almost pure woody coal up to
40 feet in thickness, have been extensively worked, both \>y open-
cast and subterranean mining. These Upper Tertiary lignitiferous
beds dip slightly towards the centre of the dolina, and through the
centre of them passes an irregular circular plug of tufaceous lime-
stone. This has been met with in the deepest workings, which have
so far been carried to a depth of 210 feet. In this remarkable instance
we have preserved intact the later geological history of this area ;
the beds, if, indeed, ever occurring continuously there, having been
completely removed from the neighbouring karstlands.
PKESENT-DAY CONDITIONS.
In the preceding pages it has been shown that karst conditions
have been developing ever since the Miocene uplift of this region ;
it is clear, however, that present-day climatic conditions have a
powerful effect on the landscape, while other factors have contributed
towards its accentuation within historic times. Judging from
historical records, much of Illyria, which constituted the flourishing
province of Liburnia in the Roman era, was comparatively thickly
wooded with beech and conifers, and this condition would assist in
the gradual accumulation of a thin veneer of " terra-rossa ". Since
that period the wood has been gradually removed, both by the
Venetians to supply the innumerable piles on which their city is
built, and also by them and the Ragusans to build their extensive
fleets. This, coupled with the indiscriminate cutting of timber for
every conceivable purpose, and the destruction of young shoots
by the countless herds of goats reared in this region, have left much
of it unprotected, so that in the hot, dry summer, the " terra-rossa "
covering is carried away to produce the extensive sand-dunes seen
to the north-east of Gospits, to the south of Koprivnitsa and else-
where. In Montenegro the wood has been indiscriminately removed,
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both by the Montenegrins themselves and also by the Turks, partly
to prevent ambush along their former northern frontier. Rainfall
and wind have completed the work of destruction by removing the
loose humus, producing a region of unrivalled barrenness. Districts
like the Sinjavina Planina, which were known to be well-wooded and
to contain numerous settlements less than 200 years ago, are to-day
dreary stony wastes.
The most powerful factor at the present day in the production
of the bare surfaces is the dry and cold wind, known as the " bora ",
which blows with extreme severity from the high uplands to the north
of the Illyrian wastes throughout the winter months. Bosnia,
which is little affected by the " bora ", is consequently not so bare
as regions nearer the coast and the majority of its uplands are thickly
covered with deciduous forests. Herzegovina, on the other hand,
the barren nature of which is proverbial, suffers considerably from
its effects. The necessity for a close study of the karst and its geology
was recognized many years ago by the former Austrian authorities.
The shortage of water in many summers is acute, for in some cases
a whole group of Herzegoviuian or Dalmatian villages are dependent
on a single well. Springs and wells are also so infrequent on the
Montenegrin karst that the few that exist have become famed in
national poetry, and have been the cause of endless dispute and
bloodshed in the past. By the construction of storage reservoirs,
and the irrigation of the floors of many of the poljes, the shortage
of water has been met in part, and what were formerly inland
marshes, unhealthy in summer time, have been converted into rich
agricultural districts. Afforestation has also been systematically
carried out along the Dalmatian coast for the last forty years, with
the result that much of the country between Ragusa and Spljet is
now covered with a luxuriant growth of beech and pine.
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The Age of the Hirnant Beds.
By GERTRUDE L. ELLES, D.SC, Fellow of Newnham College,
Cambridge.
E age of the Hirnant Beds has for a long time been a matter of
uncertainty, occurring as they do at the junction of the
Ordovician with the Silurian. They were originally included by
Sedgwick in his " Upper Bala 'V and in the Memoir of the Geological
Survey on North Wales 2 they are grouped with the Bala, and there-
fore in a modern classification would be relegated to the Ordovician.
In 1879,3 however, Ruddy stated that the grits representing the
gritty facies of these beds in the northern part of the area were the
same as those coloured Lower Llandovery on the Geological Survey
map, and he then held this view of their age, though later, in 1885,4
he placed them at the top of the " Caradoc or Bala Series ". Hughes 5
also regarded the Hirnant Beds as representing the base of the
Silurian, though he regarded the Ashgill Shales of Fairy Gill and
elsewhere as Ordovician. Marr 6 has also always regarded the Ashgill
Shales of Fairy Gill as " Upper Bala ", and has included them in his
Ashgillian division at the top of the Ordovician. It is perhaps
significant that Salter in his Catalogue "' includes the fossils from both
sets of beds in the " Upper Bala ", but divides this into two :—
(a) The Hirnant Limestone and Llanfyllin Beds.
(b) The Llandovery (Lower Llandovery of the Survey).
Thus, whilst opinion regarding the age of the Hirnant Beds has
clearly been divided, there has been a general consensus that the
equivalent beds in the Lake District area were of Ordovician age.
The fauna that these beds contain appears to be a very definite
one, though some forms are difficult of identification, in fact, much
of the difficulty has centred round the identity of the two species,
Orthis hirnantensis M'Coy and Strophomena siluriaiw Dav. ; some
geologists have considered these synonymous, whilst others have
regarded them as distinct fossils characteristic of different horizons.
I have recently been able to show 8 that the two fossils, whilst
possessing certain undoubted resemblances, are nevertheless quite
1
 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. i, 1845, p. 6.
2
 Mem. Geol. Surv., vol. iii, 1866 and 1881 (2nd edition).
3
 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xxxv, 1879, p. 200.
4
 Proc. Chester Soc. Nat. Hist, No. 3, 1885, p. 113.
5
 Proc. Chester Soc. Xat. Hist, pt. iv, 1893, p. 141.
" Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. lxix, 1913, p. 1; and Quart Journ. Geol. Soc,
vol. lxxi, 1916, p. 189.
7
 Cat. of Cambrian and Silurian Fossils, 1873, p. 72.
8
 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. lxxviii, 1922, p. 132.
